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Let T be a differential operator in a Hilbert space generated by a first-order 
infinite system of an ordinary linear differential expression, which is subject to 
infinitely many boundary conditions. We solve completely for y from Ty = g. The 
main tools involved are operator parts of closed linear manifolds, which are closely 
related to generalized inverses. 
The main purpose of this paper is to solve for y = ( JJ,};: I in a Hilbert 
space from the infinite system of the differential equation 
ZY’ + al(~) Y = AY + g, 
subject to m conditions (m can be +co): 
z, (q,, y,,(a) + Pkn y,(b)) = 0, k = 1, 2,..., m. 
The il in the equation can be obsorbed into Q,, but we formulate that way 
because of its usefullness. We do not assume that the associated differential 
operator is invertible or has a closed range. Our Theorem 2.7 below will give 
a satisfactory answer to the problem, as well as to its dual problem, and also 
give an explicit construction of the operator part of the associated differential 
operator. This is done by using operator parts of linear manifolds, a concept 
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which was introduced by E. A. Coddington in [ 11, and the coordinitized 
adjoint theory developed in [3]. Even though this problem has not been 
studied in the literature, its finite dimensional analogue has had an extensive 
study, traditionally, by generalized inverses. See Nashed ]7], where many 
recent references on the applications of generalized inverses to differential 
operators may be found. 
We now fix some notation. For an extended integer m, the Hilbert space of 
all 1 x m complex constant matrices a with aa* < 00 (a* denotes the 
conjugate transpose of a) is denoted by 1:. When m = co, 1; is replaced by 
I,. If D is a m x IV Hilbert matrix (see (41 for definition), then 
Range(.D) = (aD 1 a E IT}, Null(.D) = {a E 1: ) aD = O,,,}. 
If J is a vector space contained in the direct sum X@ Y of linear spaces X 
and Y, then 
.A-’ = {IY,Xl l1x9 YJ E4, 4x) = {Y I 66 Yl~4, 
Domain .M= (x ( (x, y) EM for some y), Null J = (x ] {x, 0) EM}. 
Range,M= (y( {x,y}E~forsomex}, 
1. CLOSED OPERATORS 
Let t be an nth-order differential expression with co x co matrix-valued 
coeffkients, which acts on cc x 1 matrix-valued functions y defined on an 
interval i (finite, infinite): 
SY = .f Q,(x)Y’~‘, x E i. 
k=O 
Here y (U denotes the kth derivative of y evaluated entrywise. Each Qk is an 
cc x cc matrix-valued function of x E i, which satisfies the following: 
(i) All the entries of Qk are k times continuously differentiable on i. 
(ii) For all x E i, and k # 0, Q,(x) is row finite and column finite. 
(iii) Q, is the matrix direct-sum of D, and D, (Q, = D, 0 D,), where 
D, is a finite square matrix invertible at all x E i, and D, is an co x co 
diagonal matrix each of whose diagonal entries does not vanish at any point 
x E i. 
(iv) For each x E i, the map a -+ aQo(x) defines a continuous linear 
operator from I, into 1,. 
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Let 
where or denotes the transpose of a. Let P*(i) denote the Hilbert space of all 
y: I ’ + f: such that ,li y*(x) y(x) dx < co. Define operators (the graphs of 
operators) 
where 
Tl = {{Y, TY/ I YE %(O, y E g’“-‘(i), ZY E Q?(i)}, 
T: = {{y, z+y} 1 y E g*(i), y E g’“-‘(i), sty E 9X(i)}, 
r+y = k$o (-ilk (Qk*(x>Y)(k). 
Then, using a similar argument as in Chapter 6 of 121, we can show that 
(i) T,, Tf are closed in pZ(i) 0 Y*(i), 
(ii) TTcTf, (T:)*cT,. 
The following, which is trivial in finite systems, seems to require a special 
technique in its proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume i = [a, b] and is bounded. Let z E Domain T, . 
Then I E Domain( if, and o&y if, Z(~)(U) = zck)(b) = U,, ,, k = 
0, l)...) n. 
ProoJ Assume z = {zj} E Domain(T let y = { yj} E Domain 
such that yj = 0, all but finitely many j. Then 
0= 
s 
b (z*ry- (z+z)*y)dx= i k (z*(~)Q~(x))(~-~)y(x)(~-~) b. c*> 
a s=lk=s (1 
This is true for all such y. It follows that 
k$s (-I)’ (z*(x) Q&))‘k-s’(a) = k$ (-1)’ (z*(x) Qk(x))(k-S)(b), 
s = 1, 2 )..., n. 
This implies that Z(~)(U) = ztk)(b) = 0, X,, 0 < k < n. 
Assume the “if’ part holds. Take any y = { yj} E Domain T:. We will 
show that 
lb z *(x)(7 'y)(x) dx = j” (rz)* (x) y(x) dx. 
a a 
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The main difftculty in this direction is the validity of (*), as we do not know 
whether ~‘~‘(a) or ytk’(b) are in Pz(i) for k = 1, 2,..., n - 1. Thus we cannot 
use (*). Since ((~+y)~z~) E P*((a, b) ((r’~)~ denotes the jth row of r’y), 
using the Lebesque convergence theorem, 
F 1” (7 +v)~ q dx = lb z *(x)(T ‘y)(x) dx. 
j=1 0 L1 
Let us write 
(T+JQj (x) = i 
k=O 
where 
where q;(x) denotes the jth column vector of Q,(x). Then 
,(” (T +v)~ (x) Fj(x) dx = lb w;(x) y(x) dx, 
L1 -a 
where 
bvj(x) = + 
k:O 
z)“‘(x) q?(x). 
However, for a.a. x E [a, 61, 
: Wj(X) = (=)(x>, 
j= I 
and 
f jb wj* (x) y(x) dx = Ib (tz) * (x) y(x) dx. 
j=l LI a 
It follows that 
,(” z *(x)(T ‘y)(x) dx = lb (zz)” (x) y(x) dx. 
a a 
This completes the proof. 
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Let 
N = dim T,/(T:)*. 
Then it is possible that N ( co or N = co. Since T/(7’:)* is isomorphic to 
I:, there exists a bounded linear operator B from T, onto IT, and a bounded 
linear operator B + from T: onto 1: such that Null B = (T:)* and 
Null B + = Tf. Then, by Theorem 1.7 of [3 1, there exists a unique N x N 
non-singular Hilbert matrix C such that 
.i,” @+z)* (X>Y(X) & - .r” z*(x)(rYv)(x> csfx 
a 
= ~B({Y, TY}) W+(k ~+z}>)*> (2 = -l), (1.1) 
for all y E Domain T, , z E Domain T+. If P is an m x N Hilbert matrix, 
then the closed linear subspace of fy generated by all the rows of P will be 
denoted by (P). The following is a consequence of Propositions 2.2, 2.4, and 
Theorem 3.1 of [3]. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (i) Any closed linear operator T with (T+)* c 
T c T, is written as 
where P is an m x N (m < N) Hilbert matrix. 
(ii) Any closed operator f with Tf c ?c T: is written as 
F= {{Y, T+Y} E T: Ip(B+({y, r+vl)>* = O,iixxL 
where F is an 6 x N (rii < N) Hilbert matrix. 
(iii) If T is as in (i), then 
T* = ((y, t+y} E T: 1 B+({ y, t’y}) E (PC*-‘)}. 
If T” is as (ii), then 
(iv) Assume that 7 = t + (thus T, = T:), and let B = B ‘. Let T be a 
closed linear operator such that TT c T c T,. Then T is self-adjoint is, and 
only ty, T has the form 
T= {{Y, rvl E T, lf’(B(1~, ~YI))* = 0,x,1, 
where P is an m x N Hilbert matrix (m 6 N) such that 1: is the orthogonal 
direct sum of (PC-‘) and (P). 
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The above proposition shows that boundary operators B, B+ are crucial 
to an extension theory of (T:)“. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let [a, b] be a bounded interval, and define 
T, = I(Y,~Y’ +Q&)Y} I~E~(a,b),yEAC[a,b],y’EiV,(a,b)), 
7’: = I{Y, v’ + Q,*(x)Y} I Y E -%(a, b), Y E AC(a, b], y’ E 92(a, b)}. 
\ 
Then 
V:)* = T,, = {IY, 2~’ + Q&)YI E 7-1 IAa> = y(b) = Omx,h 
T:~T,+={{Y,zY’+Q,*(x)Y}ET:IY(~)=Y(~)=O,.,}. 
Moreover, for all ,v E Domain T, , z E Domain Tf, 
1 ,b (z*(x)(T,~)(x) - V’:z)* (x>Y(x)) dx = ~B(Y) C@(z))*- (*I 
Here C is the co x co block matrix 
and for y = (y,}, 
B(Y) = [y,(a), Y,@L y,(a), ~n(bb.1 (1 x a). 
We will show that the map 
i Y, 2~’ + Qoyl -+ B(Y) 
defines a bounded linear operator from T, onto 1, whose kernel is T,,, and 
the map 
{Y,ZY’ + Q,*YI+B(Y) 
defines a bounded linear operator from Tf onto 1, whose kernel is Tf. The 
assertion is easy to check except the onto part. Let us define functionals uj 
and vi as follows: 
For each j E N, y = { yj} E Domain T,, 
Uj({ Y, T, Y I> = Yj(a>, uj(lY,T,~l)=Yj(b)* 
If we denote by (T,/(Tf)*)* the conjugate dual of T,/(Tf)*, then using (*) 
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we can check that any f in the dual space is an infinite linear combination of 
the elements in 
J= {UjljE lN)U (VjljE N}. 
We will show that J forms a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for the dual space. 
Take any a = { aj} E I,, p = {pi} E I,. Then for all y E Domain T, , 
converges. Thus, using the Banach-Steinhaus closure theorem, 
Cj”= 1 (ajuj + 13jvj) converges in the dual space. This shows that A is a 
Hilbertian basis for (T,/(T:)*)*. Suppose now that for complex numbers czj 
and pj, the series C F ajuj, Cy pjvj converge in the dual space. Then using 
(*) above, there exist z = {zj} and w = { wj} in Domain T, such that 
Jzl PjYjC"> = : g (YjCb> wj(b) - YjCa) wj(a>>2 
j=l 
for all Y = {vi} E Domain T,. This implies that aj = zFj(b), ,fIj = -~?~(a) for 
all j E IN, and hence (aj), (‘jIj) belong to I,. This shows that JY is Besselian. 
Hence M is a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for (T,/(T:*)*. Thus, using 
Corollary 1.2 of 131, we can show that B defined on Domain T, is onto I,. 
This proves the first assertion. The second assertion can be proven similarly. 
This completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let i = [0, 11. Let Q, be the diagonal matrix with its 
diagonal entries (1, 2, 3,4,...). Thus Q, is not a Hilbert matrix in I, (i.e., an 
unbounded linear operator). Let 
T,=~{Y,zQ,Y’}IYE.%(O, l),yEAC(O, l],Q,u’~P~(o, I)}, 
T,={{Y,~Q,Y’}ET,I~(O)=~(~)=O,,,}. 
Let 
aj(x) = eX”/(j(e”j - I))“‘, 
/3,(x) = e -““/(j( 1 - e - *N)) I/*, 
x E [O, 11, 
x E [O, 11, 
for j E R\l. Let #j(x) be the 00 X 1 vector, whose entries are identically zero, 
except at the jth row, which is aj(x). Let vj(.x) be the co x 1 vector whose 
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entries are zero, except at the jth row, which is /I,(x). Then we can easily 
check that 
forms an orthonormal basis for 
Define an operator B on Domain T, by 
B(Y) = 1’ 
0 
W,*Y + W,)* GQ,Y’>I dx, !‘I [u/;“Y +(-vJ* GQ, Y’JI dxs.., 
1’ [#TY + (Z$j)* <ZQ, Y’)] d:, I1 [@Y + (-lVj>* (ZQ, Y’)] dx.**.]* 
0 0 
Then B defines a linear operator from Domain T, onto I,, which is unitary 
with respect to the graph topology of T,. Moreover, we can easily compute 
that for all y, z in Domain T,, 
I : Lz*(zQlu’> - (lQ,z’)*~l dx = W’> V(z))*, 
where, in this case, C is the 00 x co block matrix 
A simple calculation shows that for y = ( yi}, 
B(Y) = [y,(l) a,(l) - .hW,(O), Y,WW) - Y,WWL 
jYj( l> aj(l > - jYj(O) - jYj( l) Pj( l) + jYj(O> Pj(“>,*** 1. 
We emphasize here that the operator, 
for Y = ( Yj) E Domain T, , is not a boundary operator for T, as this is not 
onto 1,) and so is not useful in an operator theory for T, . 
Remark. Self-adjoint operator theory of differential operators with 
continuous operator coefficients in a space of vector functions is studied in 
[8]. However, the results in [8] are not applicable to our setting because the 
general coefficient matrices Q,, Q2,..., Q, do not define continuous operators 
on P*(i). For example, the diagonal matrix diag(1, 2, 3,...) is not continuous 
on L$(a, 6). 
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2. OPERATOR PART 
Let ]a, 61 be a bounded closed interval. Let Q, be an co x co matrix- 
valued function of x E [a, b] such that for all x E [a, b], QO(x) is a Hilbert 
matrix, i.e., the map a -+ oQ,(x) defines a continuous operator from I, 
into I,. In this section we will give a satisfactory answer for the following 
problem of inverting: Given a complex number i and g E P*(a, 6), solve for 
y from the equation 
ZY’(X> +Q,,(x) Y(X) = AY(x) + g(x), a.a. xE [a,6], (2.1) 
subject to 
V(Y))” = 0, XL. (2.2) 
Here P is a given m x co (m may be infinite) normalized Hilbert matrix, and 
B(y) is the 1 x co vector function of co x 1 vector functions y = (y,) 
defined by 
WY) = [y,(a), Y,@L Y”(Q), Y,(~h...1 (1 x co). (2.3) 
We do not assume that the associated operator is invertible or has a closed 
range. Thus the Fredholm operator theory is not applicable to this situation. 
The problem will be solved by using operator parts of graphs, not by 
generalized inverses. 
By a solution y of (2.1), we will mean an co x 1 matrix-valued function 
y: [a, 61 --t 1: such that y E AC([a, b]) entrywise, 
i 
b 
.i 
b 
Y*(x) Y(X) dx < a, y'*(x)y'(x) dx < co, 
a a 
and (2.1) holds for a.a. x E [a, 61. Associated with (2. l), there is an operator 
equation of Y: 
z Y’(x) + Q,,(x) Y(x) = 1 Y(x), (2.4) 
where Y(x) (x E [a, b]) is an co x co matrix of complex numbers. 
By a solution of (2.4), we mean an co x co matrix-valued function Y(x) of 
x E [a, b] such that (i) for each x E [a, b], Y(x) is a Hilbert matrix, 
(ii) YE AC[a, b] entrywise, (iii) Y’(x) is a Hilbert matrix for a.a. x E [a, b], 
and (iv) (2.4) holds for a.a. x E [a, b]. We will say than an co x co matrix 
solution Y of (2.4) is a fundamental matrix solution if for each x E [a, b], 
Y(x) is a nonsingular Hilbert matrix. Throughout this section, we assume 
that 
s b II Q&II dx < 00, (I 
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where 11 QO(x)II denotes the operator norm of Q,,(x) considered as an operator 
from I, into 12. 
Under this assumption, the existence and the uniqueness of a solution of 
(2.1) at an initial point in 1: are discussed in an abstract setting in Chapter 3 
of Massera and Schauffer [6]. Our case corresponds to the case in 161 when 
J = [a, b], X = 1:. In fact, this is a base for our further development, and 
justifies all the algebraic operations in what follow. 
Let @ be an arbitrary but fixed co x co fundamental matrix solution of 
(2.4) whose nth column is 4,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. ($,,I n E N } is a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for the 
solution space of (2.1) with g s 0. 
ProoJ Denote the solution space by S. Then S is closed in $$(a, b). 
Take any y E S. Then by 3 l.B of [6], there exists aE 1, such that for each 
x E [a, b] fixed, y(x) = Q(x) a’ ( converging in 1:). Using 3 1.C of [6], we 
obtain that 
2 
‘k-Y@> dx 
II 
(a = tak)h 
< + tik(a)ak-y(a) 
krl 
= (b - a> 
II 
k$, $kca) ak - J’(a) //’ ew (2 1: II Q&II dx). 
Letting n -+ 03, we see that 2 #,,a, converges to y in Y2(a, b). This shows 
that {#,, ]n E N) spans S. 
Suppose now that a = (a,) E 1,. Then by 3 l.B of [6], for all x E [a, b), 
Q(x) a’ exists and, moreover, @a’ is a solution of (2.1) with g G 0. Thus 
using the same method used earlier, we see that C a,q5, converges to @a’ in 
rzV2(a, b). This shows that {#, 1 n E N} is a Hilbertian basis for S. 
Suppose now that for a sequence (a,) of complex numbers a,,, 2 an#n 
converges in Y2(a, b). Since S is closed, JJ a,$, belongs to S. Thus by 3 1.b 
of 161, there exists an element (‘J,) E I, such that 
converging in Y2(a, b). Thus 
2 la, -&I2 lb I14&>I12 dx = 0. I a 
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We claim that (5: ]]#&)]]* dx # 0 for all n E lN. For, if #,, = 0 a.a. x E [a, b 1, 
then #,, = 0 on [a, 61 by the uniqueness theorem. This is a contradiction to 
the invertibility of @J(X). Thus a, =/3, for all 12, and, in particular, (a,) E I,. 
This shows that (4, ) n E fN} is Besselian, and so the proof is complete. 
If D, and D, are m x co matrices, then D, #D, will denote the m x co 
matrix obtained by mixing the columns of D, and D, as follows: for each 
n E N, the (2n - 1)th column of D, #D, is the nth column of D,, and the 
2nth column of D, #D, is the nth column of D,. 
Similarly, if D, and D, are 00 x m matrices, then nT will denote the 
0 
co x m matrix whose (2n - 1)th row is the nth row of D,, and whose (2n)th 
row is the nth row of D,. The operation # has the properties 
~0, # DJ = (aD,> # W,), 
. 
Let us write P = [P, # Pz], where P, and P, are m x co Hilbert matrices. 
We assume that it is normalized in the following sense: If m ( 00, then the m 
rows of P are linearly independent. If m = co, then all the rows of P are- 
orthonormalized in I,, i.e., PP* = P, PF + P, PC = I, x oo. Since 
m) = Y’(U) # Y’(b)? 
we can write (2.2) as 
(2.5) 
The reason why we use this form will be made clear later. 
Define (the graphs of) operators T,, and T, by 
T,=l{y,zy’+Q,u-~~})~yE~(a,b),y~AC([u,b])entrywise, 
Y’ E %(a, b)}, 
T,=Ily,zy’+Q,~--~}Iy~Domain T,,y(u)=y(b)=O,,,}. 
Then, as in Section 1, To and T, are closed in P*(a, b) @ P*(a, 6), and 
To c T, , and 
T,* = { { y, zy’ + Qzy - AJJ} ) y E PZ(u, b), y E AC( [a, b]) entrywise, 
Y’ E %(a, b)}, 
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Moreover, for all y E Domain T,, z E Domain T$, 
@*CT, Y> - (T,$)*Y) dx = zB(y) C(W))*, 
255 
where 
c=g -:, ‘: ( 1 (a3 x co). 1 
Now, the operator B restricted to Domain T, or Domain T$ defines a 
continuous linear operator (w.r.t. the graph topologies of T, or Tz) onto I,. 
This follows from Example 1 of Section 1, where the continuity condition on 
the entries on Q, can be replaced by an integrability condition). Let us define 
the main operator T of this section: 
T={{y,zy’+Q,y-Ay}/yEDomainT,, 
(PI # P,>(Y’@) # Y’(b)) = 0,x I I* (2.6) 
Thus the main problem becomes: Solve for y from Ty = g. 
Define an 00 x co Hilbert matrix by 
(Pl*(PlP:: + P,P,*)-‘P,)# (-qyP,Pl* + P2P2*)-’ P*) 
W=Iax,- 
(-P;“(PIPI* + P,P,*)-’ P,)fL (P2*(P,P1* + PzP,*)-’ P2) 1. 
(2.7) 
Since 
(W> = ((PI # P2) WY 
it follows from Proposition 2.2 that 
T*=((y,ry’+Q,*y-Ay}]yEDomainT$, W(B(Y))*=O,~,/ 
= (( y, ry’ + Q$y - Iy} ( y E Domain T,*, and for some /I E ly, (2.8) 
y’(a) = -PP, 3 Y’(b) = PP21. 
Suppose that A is a closed linear manifold in the direct sum & OR* of 
Hilbert spaces H, and H,. Following Coddington and Dijksman ]I], the 
graph U of a closed linear operator is called an operator part of A-’ = 
((x, y} ( ( y, x) E A} = the inverse of A if A-’ is the algebraic direct sum 
of U and {O} @ Null A Thus an operator part depends on the algebraic 
direct sum involved, or equivalently on the projections involved. By a 
projection 9 on 4, we mean a continuous linear opertor from 4 into & 
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such that .Y2 = 9. We do not assume that 3 = ,P*, or equivalently, that 9” 
is an orthonormal projection. If @ is a co X co scalar matrix whose jth 
column is qj, then @’ will denote the co x 1 matrix whose jth row is the 
co X 1 scalar matrix oj, and B(@‘) will denote the co x co scalar matrix 
whosejth row is B(pj). 
In the following, we show that the problem of finding Besselian-Hilbertian 
bases for Null T and Null T* is equivalent to the problem of finding 
Besselian-Hilbertian bases for the null spaces of associated Hilbert matrices. 
Thus the proposition below is useful for the constructions of projections in 
Proposition 2.3 below, and ultimately, in computing operator parts in 
Theorem 2.7 below. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let @ be an co x co fundamental matrix solution of 
I Y’(x) + Q,(x) Y(x) = AY(x), a.a. x E [a, b]. 
Let y/ be an CO x co fundamental matrix solution of 
zY’(x) + Q,*(x) Y(x) = xY(x), a.a. x E ]a, b]. 
Let 
k = dim Null T, k ’ = dim Null T*. 
(Thus k and k’ may be +a~.) Then 
(I) A set {aj ( 1 < j < k) in I, is a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for 
Null(.(@‘(a) P:’ + a’(b) Pf)) 
if and only if {@a; ( 1 < j ,< k} is a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for Null T. 
(II) A set {pi] 1 <j< k+} in 1, is a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for 
Null(.(Y”(a) # Y’(b)) W*) 
if and only if ( Y/3: ( 1 < j < k+ ) is a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for Null T*. 
Proof: Note that 
(B(@‘))(P, #P,)* = @‘(a) PF + @‘@I Pf 
is an co x m Hilbert matrix. If we define an operator Z! from 
Null(. (B(@))(P, # PJ*) into Null T by P(a) = @a’, then FZ is continuous, 
one-to-one, and onto Null T. However, a Besselian-Hilbertian basis is 
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preserved under an isomorphism. This fact can be checked easily using the 
definition of a Besselian-Hilbertian basis. This proves (I). To show (II), note 
that 
II Q&II = II Qo*(x)ll, x E [a, 61. 
Thus the existence of such Y follows from Chapter 3 of 161. Hence (II) 
follows from (I), together with the description of T* given in (2.8). This 
completes the proof. 
Operator parts are defined via projections. Thus we will show one way of 
constructing projections under a summability assumption. Without the 
assumption, we do not know how to construct a projection. The main 
difftculty arises from the fact that “useful” Besselian-Hilbertian or 
orthonormal bases for S$(a, 6) do not seem to be available in the literature. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Q, and Y be as in Proposition 2.2. Let (aj ( 
1 < j < k) be a Besselian-Hilbertian basis for Null(+(@‘(a) PF + G’(6) P:)) 
(thus k = dim Null T), and fet {pj 1 1 < j < kt } be one for Null(~(!P(a) # 
Y’(6)) IV*) (thus k’ = dim Null T*). Then we haue the following: 
(I) Assume that 
2 
(@a:)* (x)f(x)dx < co, 
for allfE Y*(a, 6) (which is always true if k < co). Put 
(k x co), 
and let D be the k x k non-singular Hilbert matrix whose (i, j)-entry is 
iij@*(x) Q(x) ai dx. 
Then the operator 9, 
9(y) = @(x)(a*D-‘a)’ lb a*(u) y(u) du, 
-a 
defines a projection from Y?(a, 6) onto Null T. 
(II) Assume that 
2 
< CO, all f E P2(a, 6) 
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(which is always true ifk+ < co). Let /3 be the kc x 00 Hilbert matrix whose 
jth row is pi* Let D’ be the k+ x k+ non-singular Hilbert matrix whose 
(i, j)-entry is 
Then the operator 9’, 
S+(y)= Y(x)@*D+-‘/3)‘1* Y*(u)y(u)du, 
a 
defines a projection from ic;(a, 6) onto Null T*. 
Proof: By Proposition 2.2, (@af ( 1 <j,< k} is a Besselian-Hilbertian 
basis for the Hilbert space, Null T, and so by Theorem 1.4 of [3J, D is a 
non-singular Hilbert matrix, and therefore D -’ exists. Denote by ( , ) the 
inner product in 9*(a, b). Consider the map 
for y E 9*(a, b). Then the assumption on the summability implies that, using 
the Banach-Steinhaus closure theorem, the map defines a bounded operator 
from Yz(a, b) into Z$, and hence onto, as (@a; / 1 <j Q k} is a Besselian- 
Hilbertian basis for Null T (see Corollary 1.2 of 131). 
Let U be the 1 x k matrix with entries in Y*(a, 6) defined by 
U = [ @ai ,..., @ai] (1 x k). 
Let U’ denote the k x 1 matrix whose jth row is @af. Let (u, U) denote the 
k x k matrix whose (i, j)-entry is (@a:, @a$. Then D = (v’, U), and 9” in 
the theorem can be written as 
.Y(Y) = ICY, ~)l*,k Ku: VI -I u’* 
Thus .F defines a bounded linear operator from Y*((a, b) onto Null T. 
However, 
.P’(Y> = [((Y, U([<v’, W] -I u’, u)[(v’, VI -I u’ 
= (y, U)[(U, U)] -I (0, U)(U, u>-’ u’= .P(Y), 
where all the algebraic operations involved are justified because all the scalar 
matrices involved are Hilbert matrices, and the inner product ( , ) is 
continuous. This shows that 9 is a projection (need not be orthonormal). 
(II) can be proved in a similar way. This completes the proof. 
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We remark here that 9 in the theorem is orthonormal if { @af ( 1 < j < k) 
is an orthonormal set in L$(u, b), in which case D = I, Xk, and so 9(y) will 
be 
@(x)(a*a)’ lb @*(u)y(u) du. 
.a 
In order to decide whether an operator part of T- ’ or T* ’ is continuous, 
it is sufficient to know whether operator parts of certain matrices are 
continuous (see M and Mt in Theorem 2.6 below). The latter is equivalent 
to whether the ranges are closed. Since this involves Q(x), Y(x), we will 
discuss this in 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let @ and Y be as in Proposition 2.2. Then 
II(@) = @‘(a) # Q’(b), 
B(Y/‘) 3 V(a) # Y’(b) 
send every closed linear manlyold in I, into a closed linear manifold in 1,. 
ProoJ Suppose that .LY is a closed linear manifold in 1,. Suppose that 
lim a,B(@‘) converges in l,, where each a, E.47. Since each @“al, belongs 
to Null T, and B restricted to Null T, is an isomorphism with a closed 
range, lim @ai exists. By Proposition 2.1, the columns of @ form a 
Besselian-Hilbertian basis for Null T,. Thus, using Corollary 1.2 of [ 31, we 
see that lim a,, exists, and hence belongs to ~7. This proves the first part. The 
second part can be shown in a similar way. This completes the proof. 
The following abstract theorem may be found in 15). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let .J be a closed linear manifold in the direct sum 
< @ 6 of Hilbert spaces ,q and e. Then we have 
(I) S is an operator part of A-’ if 
for some projection Y from ,q onto Null, ~7. 
(II) Let gE,Fi. Then (y, g1E.J $ and only $ gERange.H and 
y=sg+u, 
for some u E Null .A and for an operator part S of .,.C ’ defined as in (I). 
(III) Range-H is closed if, and only if any operator part of N’-’ is 
continuous. 
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The operator part S in the above theorem is called a principal operator 
part of.M-’ ([5]). 
In the following we will give one method of constructing projections on I,, 
which will be needed in Theorem 2.7 to construct operator parts of Hilbert 
matrices. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let D be an m x CO Hilbert matrix (m may be 
infinite). Let a be an k x m matrix such that the k rows of a form a 
Besselian-Hilbertian basis fir Null(.D) (Thus k ,< m.) Then the map .9” 
y+ ya*(aa*)-’ a 
defines a projection (an orthonormal projection if aa* = Ikxk) from 17 onto 
Null(. 0). In particular, 
R={(g,y-ya*(aa*)-‘a}IaEIy,yD=g} 
is a closed operator part of 
ProoJ: The k X k matrix aa* is a non-singular Hilbert matrix by 
Theorem 1.4 of [ 3 1. Thus .P is well defined. For y E IF, 
.7’(y) =.7(ya*(aa*)-’ a) = ya*(aa*)-’ aa*(aa*)-’ a =.7(y). 
Thus .3 is a projection from Zy into IF. Since the rows of a form a 
Besselian-Hilbertian basis for Null(.D), and (aa*)-’ is non-singular, (9’ is 
onto Null(.D) by Corollary 1.2 of 131. The last part follows from 
Theorem 2.5. This completes the proof. 
With the knowledge of constructing projections from S$((a, 6) onto Null T 
or onto Null T* given in Proposition 2.3, and projections from l? onto the 
null spaces of Hilbert matrices given in Proposition 2.6, and using 
Theorem 2.5, we have the following main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.7. (I) Let @ be an 03 x co fundamental matrix solution of 
iY’ + Q,(x) = AY, a<x<b. 
Let A4 be a closed operator part of 
{{a, a(@‘(a) P;” + Q’(b) P;“)} 1 a E 12) -‘. 
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Then 
(i) Any principal operator part, R, of T-’ is written as 
Domain R = g E i/;(a, b) 
Range(.[@‘(a) Pf + Q’(b) Pf]) , 
I 
Rg=(Z-9) @(x)1.6@-‘(u)g(u)du-@(x) 
[ 
b 
XM 
1 ((I a 
i’(u) g(u)du)’ Q’(b) PT) 1 ], 
jbr g E Domain R, where 9 is a projection from 5$(a, b) onto Null T. 
(ii) IfRange(. ]@‘(a) PF + Q’(b) P$]) is closed in 1T (which is always 
true if m < CQ), then R is continuous, and Range T is closed. 
(iii) Let g E %(a, b). Th en y is a solution of (2.1) subject to (2.2) (or 
(2.5)) if, and only if, 
( 1 Q(b) b Q-‘(u) g(u) du ’ Pf E Range(-[@(a) P: + Q’(b) PF]), a 
and 
y=Rg+u, 
,for some u E Null T and some principal operator part, R, of T-‘. 
(II) Let W be as in (2.7), and let !P be an co x 00 fundamental matrix 
solution of 
ZY’ + Q;(x) Y = XY, a.a. x E [a, b]. 
Let M’ be a closed operator part of 
({a, a(w’(a) # Y’(b)) W*) ) a E &-I. 
Then 
(i) Any principal operator part, R +, of T* -’ is written as 
Domain R ’ = [c=W4 (!^ Y-‘(u) g(u) du ’ (O,,, # Y’(b)) W” 
u ) 
belongs to Range(. [Y’(a) # Y’(b)] W*) , 
I 
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R+g=(Z--.8+) Y(x)i" Y-'(u)g(u)du-Y(X) 
a 
f (O,,, # Y’(b)) W” , 
for g E Domain R +, where 9’ is a projection from pz(a, b) onto Null T*. 
(ii) For g E L&(a, b), y is a solution of 
zy’+Q:y=Iy+g+ a.e. x E [a, b], 
subject to 
WY’(a) # y’(b))* = 0, x1 9 
or equivalently, a solution of T*y = g, if, and only if, 
Y-‘(u) g(u) du 
1 
’ (0 o. x o. # Y”(b)) W* belongs to 
Range(- [Y’(a) # Y”(b)] W*), 
and 
y=R+g+u, 
for some u E Null T*, and a principal operator part, R ‘, of (T*)-‘. 
(III) Range T$ and Range T, are closed. Moreover, the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) Range T is closed. 
(ii) Range T” is closed. 
(iii) Any operator part of T-’ is continuous. 
(iv) Any operator part of (T*))’ is continuous. 
Proof (I). 
(i) Let R be any principal operator part of T-‘. Then, by 
Theorem 2.5, there exists a projection 9 from L$(a, 6) onto Null T such that 
Take any {y, g} E T. Then y satisfies (2.1) and (2.2). In particular, (2.1) 
implies, using 31.B of [6], that 
y(x) = a(x) cd + Q(x) 1.l G-‘(u) g(u) du, a.a. x E [a, b], (2.9) 
-a 
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for some a E 1,. Set 
f(x) = fX @-‘(u) g(u) du, x E [a, 61. 
-a 
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Then, since 
(B(@‘))(P, #P,)* = @“(a) Pf + Q’(b) Pz*, 
(NWWI # pa* = (W) t?(b))’ p:: 3 
(2.2) (or (2.5)) is equivalent to 
a(@‘(a) P: + Q’(b) P2*) = -(Q(b) g(b))’ Pz*. (2.10) 
The set ((a, a(@‘(~) PT + Q’(b) Pf)} ( a E 1,) is closed. Thus the M in the 
theorem exists. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that 
a = -M( g’(b) W(b) Pz*) + u (2.11) 
for some u E Null(. j@‘(a) PT + Q’(b) Pf J). Now, the 4’ in (2.9) belongs to 
Domain T if, and only if, 
(Q(6) g(b))‘Pf E Range(.(@‘(a) PT + Q’(b) Pf)). 
Moreover, @u’ E Null T. Therefore, substituting (Y in (2.11) for CI in (2.9) 
and simplifying .r - .YJJ, we obtain (i) of (I). 
(ii) If the range in the theorem is closed, then, by Theorem 2.5, the 
operator part A4 is continuous, and so is R. Thus, in the above theorem 
again, Range T is closed. 
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of part (i) and Theorem 2.5. 
(II) Let R+ be any principal operator part of T* -‘. Then there exists a 
projection .F’ from Pz(a, b) onto Null * such that 
R+=((g,~-.4+y}(/y,g}~T*}. 
Now (y, g} E T” if, and only if, 
zy’+Q,*(x)~=;i?+g, a.a. x E [a, b], 
and 
wa))” = 0, x I. 
Thus the representation R ’ in the theorem can be worked out by the same 
method that is used to derive R in (I). 
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(III) That (i) o (iii) and (“) 11 0 IV is a special case of part (III) of (’ ) 
Theorem 2.5. That (i) u (ii) follows from Theorem 2.3 of [I]. If we take 
P,, P, in the theorem as 
[PI #P,l =z,,,, 
then 
T= (1~3 g) E T, I (P, #PNO))* = 0,x,\ 
becomes the minimal operator T,,. Now 
@‘(a) P$ + Q’(b) Pz* = (@‘(a) # @‘(b))(P, #PI)* = @(a) # @(b), 
and this has a closed range by Proposition 2.4. It follows from (ii) to (I) that 
Range T,, is closed, and hence so is Range T,*. Similarly we can show that 
Tange T, is closed. This completes the proof. 
Remark. In computing operator parts of T-’ and T” ‘, we do not 
assume that Range T and Range T* are closed. We do not know whether 
there exists a closed extension T of TO such that Range T is not closed, or 
equivalently, any closed operator part of T is an unbounded linear operator. 
However, in order that such a T may exist, it is necessary that there are 
DO x 03 Hilbert matrices P, and P, such that Range(. [@‘(a) PF + Q’(b) Pf 1) 
is not closed (in particular, the number m of boundary conditions for T must 
be infinite). Such a situation does not occur in a finite dimensional case. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let 
Then Null T, = I:. In fact, if we let. # be the co x 00 matrix whose nth 
column is #, such that all the entries of 4, vanish except at the rtth entry 
whose value is l/(b - a), then @ is an co x co fundamental matrix solution 
of Y’ = 0. The map 9 by 
defines a projection (orthonormal) from pl(a, b) onto Null T, = 1:. The 
operator R 1 defined on p*((a, b) by 
R, g = 1.I g(s) ds - !.” (b - s) g(s) ds, g E %(a, b), 
0 (1 
is an operator part of T; ‘. Notice that Range T, = Q’$(a, b) and R, are con- 
tinuous. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. In solving for y in a linear equation Ty = g (see below), 
we do not need to know an operator prt T- ‘. However, we need to know an 
operator part of the inverse of a maximal operator T,. We will illustrate this 
now. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let g = {g,} E Pz(a, b) be given. Let P, be 1 x co matrix 
11, 1/L., l/n,...]. Let @ and R, be as in Example 2.1. The y = ( y,} satisfies 
(9 Y E AC([a, b]), Y’ E %(a, b), Y E Wb b), 
(ii> y’(x) = g(x), a.a. x E [a, b], 
(iii) F Y,(U) + Y,(b) = o 
“51 
9 n 
if, and only if, for some /I E I,, 
y(x) = (RI g)(x) - t$ fl .i,b ’ + ‘; - 2b G,(S) ds) @(x) p: 
Proof Define T, as in Example 2.1. Define 
T = {{ y, y’ } E T, ) y = { y,} satisfies (iii)}. 
Then ( y, g} E T if, and only if, ( y, g} E T,, and (iii) is satisfied. We can 
write (iii) as 
P, # p,P(Y))* = 0. (“1 
Thus ( y, g} E T if, and only if, 
y=R,g+u 
for some u E Null T, , and (iii) is satisfied. Let @a’ = U, a E I,. Then (*) 
holds if, and only if, 
a(B(@‘))(P, #P,)* = -I@, g)(PI #PI)*. 
We can easily calculate that 
(B(@‘))(P, #P,)* = 2p:, 
c**> 
(B(R, g))(P1 # P,)” = 2 
j 
’ ’ + ‘;- 2b g,(s) ds. 
n=l a 
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Let M be an operator part (constructed after taking a suitable projection, see 
Proposition 2.6) of the linear manifold 
{bw:)}l~~w’~ 
which is defined by 
Then it follows from y = R, g + u and (* *) that 
y=R,g+@a’=R,g--3 c 
x2 - I 
.’ ’ + ‘; - 2b g,(s) ds @p(x) P: + Q(x) k’, 
n=, ‘0 
for some k E Null(.P:) c I,. However, we can check that 
Null(.P,x) = (/I - /lP;(Pl P:)-’ P, ) p E 12}, 
and P, P,* = 6/7r2. This completes the proof. 
Remark. An operator part R to T-’ is given by 
Domain R = S!;(a, b), 
m 
&=(1-Q) R,g-; x ( 
.b 1 - 2s - 26 
g,(s) ds Q(x) P: . 
n--l .a n 1 
where g = (g,} E Domain R = Range T = Y<(a, b), and Q is a projection 
from Yz(a, 6) onto Null T. 
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